Date: THU 21 AUG 2008 08:30  
Venue: Olympic Green Hockey Stadium  
Pitch: 1  
Match No.: M31  

**Result**  
Bela BEL - 3 - 0 - CAN CAN

**BEL - Belgium**  
Time on  | Shirt No. | Name  | Green | Yellow | Red  
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---  
X | 1 | DE GREVE Cedric (GK) |  |  |  
X | 2 | RECKINGER Xavier |  |  |  
X | 4 | RENAE Thierry |  |  |  
X | 5 | DEKEYSER Jerome |  |  |  
X | 6 | VANDEWEGHE Loic (C) |  |  |  
X | 7 | DOHMEN John-John |  |  |  
X | 8 | VAN DEN BALCK Thomas |  |  |  
X | 9 | LUYCX Maxime |  |  |  
9 | 10 | CHARLIER Cedric |  |  |  
X | 11 | VANDEWEGHE Charles |  |  |  
10 | 14 | GOLDBERG Philippe |  |  |  
15 | 15 | GUCASSOFF Gregory |  |  |  
8 | 17 | BRIELS Thomas |  |  |  
9 | 18 | HOUSSEIN Patrice |  |  |  
X | 19 | DENAYER Felix |  |  |  
X | 28 | TRUYENS Jerome |  |  |  

Coach: COMMENS Adam (AUS)

**CAN - Canada**  
Time on  | Shirt No. | Name  | Green | Yellow | Red  
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---  
X | 2 | MAHOOOD Michael (GK) |  |  |  
X | 13 | WRIGHT Anthony |  |  |  
X | 4 | TUPPER Scott |  |  |  
X | 6 | SCHOLE Marian |  |  |  
X | 9 | PEREIRA Ken |  |  |  
X | 10 | FERNANDES Wayne |  |  |  
X | 11 | SHORT Peter |  |  |  
X | 13 | SHORT Robert (C) |  |  |  
X | 16 | SANDISON Scott |  |  |  
X | 17 | GRIMES Connor |  |  |  
X | 18 | WETTLAUFER Paul |  |  |  
7 | 19 | PEARSON Mark |  |  |  
X | 20 | DEOL Ranjeet |  |  |  
13 | 21 | KAHLOM Ravinder |  |  |  
X | 23 | KULLAR Bindi |  |  |  
9 | 24 | SINGH Sukhiwinder |  |  |  

Coach: MENDONCA Louis

**Team Manager**  
LECHAT Jacques  
Signature

**Umpire**  
LEPIER David (GBR)  
Signature

**Judge**  
CORNOFSKY Larry (AUS)  
Signature

**Technical Officer**  
DOYER Wiert (NED)  
Signature

**Team**  
**Minute**  
**Shirt No.**  
**Action**  
**Score**  
BEL 2 5 FG 1 - 0  
BEL 23 7 FG 2 - 0  
BEL 70 5 FG 3 - 0

**Team**  
**Minute**  
**Shirt No.**  
**Action**  
**Score**

- Golden Goal

**Remarks**

Tournament Director - READ Ken (AUS)

**Legend:**  
(C) Captain  
(GK) Goalkeeper  
X Starting Player